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Tutoring Aids - Literature for learning
Dear parents, pupils and kindergarten children,
Welcome to the monthly newsletter of the Mediothek. Every month the Mediothek has a
theme. Last month we presented our general knowledge books. In February, as announced,
we would like to introduce you to various tutoring literature that we have.
Tutoring can happen in many different ways: Dictation practice, math mystery puzzles,
Abitur preparation, learning to read, etc.
GENERAL TUTORING AIDS
In this series you will find various books for learning German, English, and Arabic, as well as
Abitur help, dictation practice, math fact problems, math detective stories, and physics.
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Examples:
Langenscheidt - Reading with Audiobook CD. These books come in 3 learning levels and
with accompanying CD. The stories are everyday stories and also consist of reading and
listening comprehension tasks.
Duden - 150 dictations to practice for 5th to 10th grade. All dictations on the CD are
spoken in dictation sections.
DK - Picture dictionary English/German with over 2000 words from the basic vocabulary.
This book also comes with an audio CD.
Al Ramsa Institute Emirati phrasebook with over 1500 words and phrases of the Emirati
dialect and the book of Emirati verbs.
Math Learning Thrillers - Tricky learning thrillers spark interest in math. All learning topics
are tied into short stories that are simply worded and clearly organized.
List of student guides can be found here.
LEARN TO READ
Our blue category (books for grades 1 to 3) also includes book series for a variety of
reading levels.
Examples:
Leserabe by Ravensburger - The 1st level is for reading beginners from grade 1 and
reading texts are simply designed and easy to master. For the 2nd level, the font size and
scope of the texts are adapted to the 2nd grade. And the 3rd level contains more
extensive chapters for the advanced readers.
Bildermaus by Loewe Verlag - 1st level of Loewe reading ladder with short stories,
pictures replace nouns and large font.
Learning to read books come with a wide variety of themes such as knights, dinosaurs,
girls and boy’s stories and more. We are happy to help with grade level and theme
selection. To order books, please email mediothek@gisad.ae and the books ordered, if
available, will be delivered to your children.
In our March newsletter we will let you know about learning through audio books.
Thank you and stay healthy
Your Mediothek Team - Miriam and Melanie
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